Let /: M -> E be an immersion in general position of a closed surface M into Euclidean 3-space so that there are finitely many N{f) triple points of /. The purpose of this note is to give a direct and elementary proof of the fact that N{f) a )¿(M) (mod 2). The techniques used in this paper are related to the notion of surgery for surfaces, by which a pair of discs is replaced by a cylinder having the same boundary.
The approach used in this paper was reported on at the American Mathe- Given such a map g, we may find an embedding h: Q-> E3 of a closed tube Q = [0, 1] x D2 into E3 such that h(t, 0) = g(t) for each t in [0, l], suchthat h{\0\xD2) = f(D{pr)) and h{\l\ x D2) = f{D{qr)) where f{pr) = g(0) and f(qr) = g(l), and such that for each t, the set \p in M \ f(p) e h{{t\ x D )\ consists of 2r segments with one endpoint at h(t, 0) and the other at points aQ(t), ax(t), ■■ ., a2r_x(t) on the circle h(\t\ x dD2). For 0 < t < 1, the points a-{t) trace out 2r curves on the image h{T) of the cy- Type 1 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Type 2 By a modification of type 0 we may connect two components of M whose images can be joined by a curve g:
We may thus assume that M is connected.
By modifications of type 3 we may remove all or all but one of the triple points on each component of GAf)U GAf). Then we can use type 2 modifications to connect components of G2(/) and repeat the previous step so that we end up with an immersed surface with either no triple points or with precisely one triple point.
The significant thing about these modifications is that they decrease y(M) by 2 and they either leave N(f) the same (for types 0 and 1) or decrease N{f) by 2 (for type 3). In any case yiM^ " M/0 = xiM) -M/) (mod 2). Proof of Lemma. The technique is a standard deformation argumentwe find a one-parameter family of embedded curves C{u), 0 < u < 1, so that C(0) = C, C(l) lies in a neighborhood B disjoint from f{M), and, for all but a finite number of values of u, C(u) meets f{M) transversally at all intersection points. We can assume further that the deformation is itself in general position so that at an exceptional value ¿7, there is only one point p such that f{p) lies in C(u) but the intersection is not transversal, and that as C(u) passes through this nontransversal intersection, we either gain two transversal intersections or lose two. Since C(l) does not meet f{M), the curve C(0) = C must meet f {M) transversally at an even number of points.
Corollary. // S is a curve embedded in M which has a nonorientable neighborhood, then f{S) must meet GAf). 
